**EC Members:** | **In Attendance** | **Non-Attendees without Notification:** | **Non-Attendees with Notification:**
---|---|---|---
Manoj Tatikonda | | Yes |
Venky Gadde | Yes | |
Bharath Maddineni | Yes | |
Innaiah Yenumala | Yes | |
Rajesh Tadikamalla | Yes | |
Bharath Avireneni | Yes | |
Ramesh Vennelakanti | Yes | |
Sravani Rachakulla | | Yes |
Nagesh Doddaka | Yes | |
Ravi Kalli | Yes | |
Bilhan Alapati | Yes | |
Prasad Kunderu | Yes | |
Sairam Karumanchi | Yes | |

**Meeting Minutes Summary:**

**Agenda:**

- Flyers design vendor search
- Venue Updates - Chess, TT, Ugadi
- QB Data Update status
- Website Updates status
- Sankranthi Video Uploads
- QB Data Update status
- Easter Celebrations

Notes:

-Sankranthi Videos – Uploaded in YouTube media account.
- Chess- April 14th confirmed. Big Creek elementary to block. Silver Sponsor: We Care. Flyer pending. Waiting on school contract. Verify chess items in storage.
- Table Tennis – March 10 & 11th. Venue to block. Flyer Pending. Sponsor-My Tax filer. Split event in two days. Inform sponsors about prize distribution.
- Duluth High School – Venue visit complete. To block venue. Contract pending. Next week to finalize.
- Events list & flyers- Prasad to send consolidated list to EC.
- Mail sent to Vijay Ravilla to change Manabadi class date for Ugadi. Flyer to send. - Bilhan
- Website data not updated. - Bharath
- Designer Umakanth sent samples.
- Prasad to send EC consolidated flyer.
- April 1st. Easter Celebrations to plan.
- QB to update
- Food Vendor -
- Open Registrations for Ugadi.
- Event sponsors for Ugadi?

Next Week Agenda:

Meeting minutes by – Bharath Maddineni, General Secretary